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Some of the furniture of this period was much like Renaissance
furniture except that the decorations were far more restless.
Twisted columns were used as furniture supports, because Bernini
had used them in the high altar in St. Peter's. Rome in fact led
the country in the Baroque style.
The chairs were very different from earlier ones. Lower backs,
exaggerated finials, rich coverings, twisted stretchers, carved foli-
age forms, and sometimes a carved coat-of-arms on the front
stretcher were typical of these well-proportioned chairs.
The armoires were typically Baroque, with heavy carving of
curved motifs for their cresting. The credenza remained in gen-
eral use. Beds were of carved walnut, with or without the canopy,
and sometimes had elaborately carved head boards. Stone tables,
narrow and long, were used, often inlaid with colored marble- At
this time large candelabra, candlesticks, sconces, and large mirrors
with carved and gilded frames were made in great numbers. Ped-
estals of elaborate design were built to carry sculptures.
The Rococo Movement
Invaded by France, conquered by her enemies, and politically
divided, Italy now declined in creative power. But the French
Rococo influence spread from the north through Italy, transform-
ing the art and the lives of the Italians, and bringing gaiety and
frivolity as an antidote for wars and defeats. Venice became the
capital of the world's pleasure-seekers. Italy was now so poor
that inferior materials were used in producing pretentious effects.
Furnishings and ornamentation in Rome became more and more
decadent as one invader followed another. Florence, as always,
showed better taste than the other cities. The Italian middle
classes were still serious, however, and their furnishings remained
simple.
The Rococo furniture became less architectural, more decorated,
and smaller in scale. Marquetry was again employed in decora-
tion. Cabinets, credenzas, and armoires were used. Tables still
rested on stretchers. Commodes often had marble tops and bulg-
ing fronts, with decoration running fancy free and not according
to structure. The Venetian painted furniture of this and the fol-
lowing period was famous for its beauty, especially of color. Re-
productions of Venetian chairs are successful.

